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Rock Fishing Deaths Have ANSA NSW Concerned
In the first two weeks of May 7 people have lost their lives whilst rockfishing in
NSW. That is about the yearly average. Distressing as it is for family, friends and
relatives, these impacts are also being felt throughout the dedicated team of
volunteers from ANSA, the Recreational Fishing Alliance of NSW and Surf Life
Saving Australia, who devote so much of their time to safe fishing initiatives,
such as the Angel Ring project and an ongoing annual strategy to reduce fishing
fatalities.
Rock fishing is dangerous and all anglers need to be aware of the dangers
associated with fishing our coastal platforms. They MUST heed any warnings or
alerts issued. Alerts indicating dangerous conditions for rock fishing were
issued by RFA of NSW, and SLSA on Friday, these were beamed out across
radio and TV, and yet we woke to the tragic news that another angler had not
returned home and a search was underway.
Analysis of the postcodes of rockfishing victims over the past 6 years indicate a
very clear pattern emerging from the North West and Inner West parts of
Sydney, where almost 75% of the 37 victims resided over the years.

The NSW Government needs to provide additional funding to support existing
awareness strategies and investigate others. This will allow ANSA, RFA and
SLSA to engage community groups, encouraging fishers of all nationalities to
improve their fishing safety knowledge, leading to fewer fatalities.
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more info www.safefishing.com.au
email pastelli@netspace.net.au
phone 1800 079 009

GPS / Satellite Tracking Trial of Angel Rings commences:
After an exhaustive period of discussions with various tracking technology
manufacturers and in consultation with the team at Rotadyne, ANSA NSW has
commenced trials of angel rings with satellite trackers built into them. SMS and email
warnings will be initiated if an angel rings is tampered with, stolen or used in a
rescue. It will enable the team to monitor the rings 24/7 and track them in real time
situations. These units have a 7 year battery life. After signing off on contracts, one
unit is in service and was taken up the coast a few days ago, 10 more are planned
very soon, and the hope is to have the many more of the 108 rings fitted with these
trackers into the future. At a $500 cost per unit plus annual monitoring charges ANSA
NSW will consider very carefully the locations chosen to host these new rings.
Below is a snapshot of what the administration console looks like.

For more information and free downloads visit www.safefishing.com.au

‘Don’t Put Your Life on the Line’
Stay alert to changing conditions. Wear safety gear. Never Fish alone.

